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Premature growths are harbingers of the sixth root-race. 

First published in The Theosophist, Vol. V, Nos. 3 & 4 (51 & 52), December to January 1883-1884, 

pp. 60-61. Republished in Blavatsky Collected Writings, (PREMATURE AND PHENOMENAL GROWTHS) VI 

pp. 114-17. 

A Russian Theosophist in a letter dated November 1883, writes as follows: 

The Petersburg and Moscow papers are greatly concerned with the miraculous 

growth of a child, which has been scientifically recorded by Medical papers. On 

the outskirts of Siberia, in a small village in the family of a peasant names 

Savelieff, a daughter was born in October, 1881. The child, though very large at 

its birth, began exhibiting a phenomenal development only at the age of three 

months when she began teething. At five months she had all her teeth; at seven 

she began to walk, and at eight walked as well as any of us, pronounced words 

as might only a child two years old, and measured — nearly a yard in her 

height! When eighteen months old she spoke fluently, stood one arshene
1
 and a 

half (over four feet) in her stockings, was proportionately large; and with her 

very dark face, and long hair streaming down her back, talking as only a child 

12 years old could talk, she exhibited moreover a bust and bosom as developed 

as those of a girl of seventeen! She is a marvel to all who know her from her 

birth. The local board of physicians from the neighbouring town took charge of 

her for scientific purposes.
2
 

We find the fact corroborated in the Moscow Gazette, the paper giving us, moreover, 

a second instance just come under the notice of science, of another such phenome-

nal growth. 

A Herr Schromeyer of Hamburg, has a son, born in 1869 now a boy of 13, and 

his tenth child. From his birth he arrested everyone’s attention by his super-

naturally rapid development. Instead of damaging, it seemed but to improve his 

health, which has been always excellent. A few months after his birth his mus-

cular system increased so much, that when one year old his voice began to lose 

its childish tones and changed. Its deep basso attracted very soon the attention 

of some physicians. Soon after, his beard grew, and it became so thick as to 

compel his parents to shave it every two or three days. His infantine features, 

very dark, were gradually replaced by the face of an adult, and at five he was 

mistaken by every stranger for a young man of twenty. His limbs are normal, 

strictly proportionate and very fine. At six he was a full grown and perfectly de-

                                            
1
 [Variants: arsheen, arshin, arshine] 

2
 [Today’s medical term for this condition is the Hutchinson-Gilford Progeria Syndrome.] 
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veloped young man. Professor Virchoff, the celebrated physiologist, accompa-

nied by several learned authorities, examined the boy several times, and is re-

ported, when doubt as to the age of the boy had become no longer possible — 

to have given his certificate to the effect that the young boy was entirely and 

fully developed. 

A similar case took place in a Georgian family of Asiatics, at Tiflis in the year 1865. A 

boy of four was found to have become a full adult. He was taken to the hospital and 

lived there under the eye of the Government physicians, who subjected him to the 

most extraordinary experiments, — of which, most likely, he died at the age of seven. 

His parents — superstitious and ignorant people — had made several attempts to kill 

him, under the impression he was the devil incarnate. There remains to this day a 

photograph of this bearded baby in the writer’s family. Two other cases — nearly 

similar — the consequences of which were that two cousins in a village of Southern 

France, became respectively father and mother at the age of eight and seven, are on 

record in the Annals of Medicine. Such cases are rare; yet we know of more than a 

dozen well authenticated instances of the same from the beginning of this century 

alone. 

We are asked to explain and give thereupon our “occult views.” We will try an expla-

nation. We ask no one to believe; we simply give our personal opinion identical with 

that of other occultists. The latter statement, however, necessitates a small preface. 

Every race and people has its old legends and prophecies concerning an unavoidable 

“End of the world,” the pious portions of civilized Christian nations having, moreover, 

evoluted in advance a whole programme for the destruction of our planet. Thus the 

Millenarians of America and Europe expect an instantaneous disintegration of our 

earth, followed by a sudden disappearance of the wicked and the survival of the few 

elect. After this catastrophe, we are assured, the latter will remain in the service of 

“Christ, who upon his new advent will personally reign on earth a thousand years” — 

(on its astral skeleton, of course, since its physical body will have disappeared). The 

Mohammedans give out another tale. The world’s destruction will be preceded by the 

advent of an Imam, whose presence alone will cause the sudden death of the whole 

unclean brood of Kaffirs; the promised “Heaven” of Mohammed will then shift down 

its headquarters, and the paradisiacal Houris will roam about at the service of every 

faithful son of the Prophet. Hindus and Buddhists have again a different version; the 

former believe in the Kalki Avatar and the latter in the advent of Maitreya Buddha.
1
 

The true Occultist however — whether Asiatic or European (the latter still to be 

found, rara avis though he be) has a doctrine to this effect, which he has hitherto 

kept to himself. It is a theory, based on the correct knowledge of the Past and the 

never failing analogy in Nature to guide the Initiate in his prevision of future events 

— were even his psychic gifts to be denied and refused to be taken into account. 

Now, what the Occultists say, is this: humanity is on the descending pathway of its 

cycle. The rear-guard of the 5th race is crossing slowly the apex of its evolution and 

will soon find itself having passed the turning point. And, as the descent is always 

more rapid than the ascent, men of the new coming (the 6th) race are beginning to 

                                            
1
 [See “Kali-Yuga and the Kalki-Avatara” in our Buddhas and Initiates Series. — ED. PHIL.] 
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drop in occasionally. Such children regarded in our days by official science as excep-

tional monstrosities, are simply the pioneers of that race. There is a prophecy in cer-

tain Asiatic old books couched in the following terms, the sense of which we may 

make clearer by adding to it a few words in brackets. 

And as the fourth [race] was composed of Red-yellow which faded into Brown-

white [bodies], so the fifth will fade out into white-brown [the white races be-

coming gradually darker]. The sixth and seventh Mānushya [men?] will be born 

adults; and will know of no old age, though their years will be many. As the 

Krita, Tretā, Dvāpara and Kali [ages] have been each decreasing in excellence 

[physical as well as moral] so the ascending — Dvāpara, Tretā and Krita will be 

increasing in every excellence. As the life of man lasted 400 [years in the first, 

or Krita Yuga], 300 [years in Tretā], 200 [years in Dvāpara] and 100 [in the 

present Kali age]; so in the next [the 6th Race] [the natural age of man] will be 

[gradually increased] 200, then 300 and 400 [in the two last yugas]. 

Thus we find
1
 from the above that the characteristics of the race that will follow ours 

are — a darker skin, shortened period of infancy and old age, or in other words a 

growth and development that in the present age (to the profane) appear quite mi-

raculous. 

It is not the sacred legends of the East alone that throw out hints on the future phys-

iology of man. The Jewish Bible
2
 implies as much, when speaking of antediluvian 

races (the 3rd race) it tells us, “There were giants in the earth in those days,” and 

makes a distinct difference between “the sons of God,” and “the daughters of man.” 

Therefore, to us, Occultists, believers in the knowledge of old, such isolated instanc-

es of premature development, are but so many more proofs of the end of one cycle 

and — the beginning of another. 

 

 

 

                                            
1
 The seven Rounds decrease and increase in their respective durations, as well as the seven races in each. 

Thus the 4th Round as well as every 4th race are the shortest, while the 1st and 7th Round as the 1st and 7th root 

races are the longest. 

2
 See Genesis vi, 4 
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Suggested reading for students. 

 

On the soul of the spiritual man lit by its own light. 

Insights to our divine ancestry and human nature may be gleaned  

from the following titles in the same series: 

 A CONGENITAL PREPONDERANCE OF FIRE ELEMENTALS 

 ANCIENT BELIEFS IN THE IMMORTALITY OF SOUL 

 ANCIENT OPINIONS UPON PSYCHIC BODIES 

 APOLLONIUS COMFORTS A BEREAVED FATHER 

 ASTRAL BODIES OR DOPPELGÄNGERS 

 ATMAN IS A RAY FROM A SPARK OF UNCREATED RAY 

 BLAVATSKY ON AETHROBACY AND FAKIRS 

 BLAVATSKY ON OCCULT DEVELOPMENT 

 BLAVATSKY ON THE DUAL ASPECT OF WISDOM 

 BLAVATSKY ON THREE ESSAYS BY É. LÉVI 

 BLOOD IS THE FIRST INCARNATION OF UNIVERSAL FLUID 

 CHINESE BELIEFS ABOUT THE HUMAN SOUL 

 CICERO’S DREAM OF SCIPIO AND MACROBIUS’ COMMENT 

 CLASSIFICATION OF THE PRINCIPLES IN MAN 

 COMMON-MISCONCEPTIONS-OF-THEOSOPHICAL-DOCTRINES 

 CONCERNING THE DOCTRINES OF THE THEOSOPHISTS 

 CONSTITUTION OF MAN - DRAWING 

 CONSTITUTION OF MAN - ESOTERIC 

 CONSTITUTION OF MAN - OVERVIEW 

 COSMOS AND DEITY IN MAN - DRAWING 

 DAS' SCIENCE OF THE EMOTIONS (1908) 

 DEATH AND IMMORTALITY 

 DEATH AND POST-MORTEM STATES 

 DEATH HAS NO TERRORS 
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 DEVACHAN, DREAM REALM WHERE PURE SOULS ARE REWARDED 

 DREAMLESS SLEEP 

 ELIPHAS LEVI ON DEATH AND SATAN 

 EMOTIONS' TRIUNE NATURE 

 EVOLUTIONARY TRANSMIGRATION OF MATERIAL PARTICLES IN NATURE 

 FACING SEVEN VIRGINS IN THE HALL OF JUDGMENT 

 FROM THE STRONGHOLD OF YOUR SOUL, CHASE ALL YOUR FOES AWAY 

 HAIR IS THE RETAINER OF PRANA 

 IN DEEP SLEEP WE DREAM NO MORE AND CONFABULATE WITH THE STARS 

 IS SUICIDE A CRIME 

 JUDGE ON THE INNER CONSTITUTION OF MAN 

 JUDGE ON THE OCCULT NATURE OF MAN 

 LÉVI ON DEATH BEING THE BIRTH-PANG OF LIFE 

 LIFE IS AN INDESTRUCTIBLE UNIVERSAL FORCE 

 LOW BUFFOONERY AND MOCKING LAUGHS 

 LYMPH IS A MASQUE FOR NYMPH 

 NEED OF A SPIRITUAL VOCABULARY 

 NO NEED FOR EXPENSIVE FUNERALS 

 NOUS AUGOEIDES OF THE NEOPLATONISTS 

 NOUS MOVES MAN 

 OEDIPUS AND SPHINX UNRIDDLED 

 OSIRIS AND TYPHON, HIGHER TRIAD AND LOWER TETRAD 

 PLATO ON THE APPLE OF THE EYE 

 PLATO’S TWO HORSES 

 PLUTARCH COMFORTS APOLLONIUS 

 PLUTARCH COMPARING PASSIONS AND DISEASES – TR. WHITE 

 PLUTARCH ON BOASTED WISDOM, FORTITUDE, MAGNANIMITY, AND TEMPERANCE 

 PLUTARCH ON EXERCISES PROPER FOR A SCHOLAR 

 PLUTARCH ON PLATO’S PROCREATION OF THE SOUL 

 POST-MORTEM WANDERINGS OF THE WICKED SOUL 

 PSYCHOLOGY LACKS ENTIRELY KNOWLEDGE OF THE SOUL 

 PSYCHOMETRY IS THE NATURAL BUT LATENT FACULTY IN US 

 REAL DREAMS ARE ACTIONS OF THE TRUE SELF 
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 RELEASING THE ASTRAL SOUL FROM ONE’S ASHES 

 SEPTENARY IS THE CONSTITUTION OF MAN 

 SIXTH SENSE IS REASON OVER INSTINCT 

 SPECULATIONS ABOUT REINCARNATION AND MATERIALIZED SPIRITS 

 SPIRIT AND PERISPIRIT 

 SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS ARE OBJECTIVE COPIES FROM SUBJECTIVE IMAGES 

 SUBBA ROW ON KAMA-LOKA 

 SUBBA ROW ON THE SEVENFOLD PRINCIPLE IN MAN 

 SUBBA ROW ON THOUGHT TRANSFERENCE 

 SYNESIUS CONCERNING DREAMS 

 THE AQUILINE NOSE IS ROYAL AND NOBLE 

 THE DEVOTIONAL LOVE AND NOBLE ASPIRATIONS OF LOWER MANAS 

 THE ESOTERIC PHYSIOLOGY OF MAN 

 THE HEART IS THE ORGAN OF SPIRITUAL CONSCIOUSNESS 

 THE IMAGE-MAKING POWER 

 THE KARMIC EFFECTS OF INVASION, CIVILIZATION, AND VULGAR SPECULATION 

 THE LIFE PRINCIPLE 

 THE MOON REGULATES THE PRANA OF NATURE AND MAN 

 THE OCCULT INFLUENCE OF MAN'S ACTIVE WILL 

 THE PERISPIRIT OF ALLAN KARDEC 

 THE PROPHECY OF GENERAL YERMOLOV 

 THE SUTRATMAN OF THE UPANISHADS 

 THE TWO VOICES OF LORD TENNYSON 

 THE VOICE OF THE WILL IS THE ATOMIC POINT 

 THEOSOPHICAL JEWELS - MAN, THE JEWEL OF THE UNIVERSE 

 THEOSOPHICAL JEWELS - SEPTENARY ANTHROPOS 

 THEOSOPHICAL JEWELS - THE CYCLE OF LIFE 

 THEOSOPHICAL JEWELS - THE PATH OF ACTION 

 THEOSOPHICAL JEWELS - THE PATH OF RENUNCIATION 

 THEOSOPHICAL JEWELS - THE SUTRATMAN OF THE UPANISHADS 

 THREE CUBITS OF THE EAR, FOUR OF THE STALK 

 TIBETAN TEACHINGS ON AFTER-DEATH STATES 

 TROUBLES FROM UNDISSOLVED EX-DOUBLES 
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 TWO SPIRITS UNITED IN THE ELYSIAN FIELDS 

 WHEN INNER AND OUTER MAN ARE OFF-KILTER 

 WHEN THE GREEN IS OVERCOME WITH AZURE 

 WHEN THE SERPENT SLOUGHS OFF HIS SKIN 

 WHY SECLUDING WOMEN DURING THEIR MENSTRUAL PERIOD 

 WOE FOR THE LIVING DEAD 
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